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The Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau was created in 1971 as a joint initiative
between the City of Paris and the Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Its
purpose is to welcome and provide visitors with information, promote the capital in
France and abroad, and provide assistance to Paris tourism professionals. Its staff
also work to boost the city’s appeal by offering support to organisers of major events.
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December in Paris

Paris ensemble
editorial by Corinne Menegaux,
Managing Director of the Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau

© OTCP / Stéphane Laure

Paris tourism professionals have shown enormous resilience over the past few months, and an amazing capacity to adapt and innovate. During this very unusual holiday season, local actors are working hard to make it
a memorable occasion for everyone and to create the
conditions in which people can enjoy an admittedly different but still festive Christmas.
For the holiday season, we chose the slogan “PARIS
ENSEMBLE“ (Paris together). Because together, we
can experience the capital in completely new ways,
and make the city a fun and entertaining place to be.
Together we can also take a more local approach to
Paris, by celebrating its craftsmen and women, and
their incredible know-how. And lastly, together we can
help build a more socially responsible and sustainable
city.

© OTCP / Marc Bertrand

“The Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau will always stand side-byside with actors in the Paris tourism industry to promote their work and
support them at times when solidarity should always be our priority. This
festive season is a great opportunity to rediscover Paris and the many
things its neighbourhoods have to offer. Whether you’re taking a photographic stroll through the capital’s most beautiful galleries or meeting
the artisans who prepare the food for your festive meals, each street in
Paris will reveal its magic and offer a chance to get away from everyday
life, even if it’s just for a moment or two. I would like to take this opportunity to underline our commitment to everyone who makes Paris the City
of Light, whatever the circumstances.

Pierre Schapira,
President of the Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau
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Paris for food lovers
Top chefs, pastry cooks and chocolate makers plan to thrill your tastebuds over the festive period.
Between gourmet dishes to enjoy at home, delicious chocolates, and original yule logs to click and
collect, the holiday season promises to be a fine-dining experience for locals and visitors alike.

Fine dining at home
Restaurant Le Meurice Alain Ducasse
Le Meurice: special seasonal menu. Le Meurice Alain Ducasse restaurant’s festive menu is available
to order online. Amaury Bouhours and Cédric Grolet, two chefs from Alain Ducasse’s gastronomic
restaurant, have created a festive feast to enjoy at home on 24, 25 and 31 December 2020 and 1 January 2021. Amaury Bouhours tells us more …

What can food lovers who order your festive
menu look forward to this year?
We’ve created two amuse-bouches. The first is the restaurant’s signature poached oyster with a seaweed condiment. For people who don’t usually enjoy eating them,
poaching gives the oyster a more subtly iodized flavour.
The second is duck bites with a pastry crust. The starters begin with confit duck foie gras with quince jelly for
a fruity note and zingy Timut pepper to give the dish a
savoury punch. For our second starter, we took inspiration from traditional onion soup, made with fresh scallops
halved and garnished with smoked-eel, lemon caviar and
olive oil, served in a grilled-leek broth to cook the scallops
while keeping them perfectly tender. The deliciously rich
main course is poached chicken with a vin jaune sauce,
black truffles and celeriac. The savoury section of this
gastronomic meal ends with a holiday classic - truffled
brie. For dessert, Cédric Grolet has created tatin-style
sculpted fruits.

»

© Le Meurice
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What’s the thinking behind this menu?
As this meal is designed to be served in people’s homes, we had to
consider factors such as delivery and packaging, and we worked
within these limits. The menu had to be practical, so people don’t
spend so long preparing it they don’t enjoy their meal. We went
for something customers would find easy to do, without a lot of
steps to follow. The little extra: the possibility of heating the dishes
directly in the boxes, which are recycled. We also chose seasonal
produce, of course, hence the truffle and poultry. It’s a way of
helping the producers we work with all year round.

What is your fondest festive memory
in the kitchen?
My parents always pushed the boat out at Christmas and New
Year. They were never quite sure they had everything they
needed. Foie gras, oysters, salmon, scallops, and stuffed poultry
were all festive favourites. And my father always made sausage
rolls. Those memories are partly what inspired our menu this year.
228 Rue de Rivoli (1st) | www.dorchestercollection.com/fr/
paris/le-meurice/le-meurice-a-la-maison

© Manufacture Alain Ducasse

»

ALAIN DUCASSE
CHOCOLATES
The menu includes chocolates
from La Manufacture de
chocolat Alain Ducasse.
With help from designer Pierre
Tachon, this year the chocolates
transport food lovers to the
Aztec civilization of Mexico.
www.lechocolatalainducasse.com

LA TOUR D’ARGENT:
A BRUNCH TO KEEP THINGS FESTIVE

The Michelin-starred chef of Le Cinq Restaurant, Christian
Le Squer, has created a gourmet menu delivered to your
door on New Year’s Eve by the chefs themselves. The Four
Seasons Hotel George V will also open its Christmas Pop-Up
on 16 December with products curated by Éric Beaumard,
Vice-Champion in the Best Sommelier in the World contest
and iconic director of Le Cinq Restaurant, and Michael
Bartocetti, the hotel’s talented pastry chef.
31 Avenue George V (8th) | www.fourseasons.com/fr/paris

Find our selection of chef’s menus
on www.parisinfo.com, in the “Enjoy
a chef-created meal in Paris this
festive season” section of Christmas
in Paris 2020.

© Anne-Emmanuelle Thion

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL GEORGE V:
CHEFS DELIVER TO YOUR DOOR

“Le brunch de la Tour” by La Tour
d’Argent is composed of duck terrine,
beetroot and asparagus spreads,
Breton chocolate shortbread, jam,
and a signature tea. The prestigious
Parisian restaurant also recently
opened its own grocery store –
Le Comptoir de la Tour.
17 quai de la Tournelle (5th)
https://boutique.tourdargent.com
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Gourmet treats to go
DILETTANTES: CHAMPAGNE OFFERS

© Dilettantes

What’s a party without champagne? A family-run
champagne house, store, and tasting-cellar, Dilettantes
has a selection of gift sets and vintage champagnes
for seasoned wine lovers or budding connoisseurs
in search of advice. For special festive offers:
https://reservation.parisinfo.com.
22 rue de Savoie (6th) | www.dilettantes.fr

© Bernhard Winkelmann

LAFAYETTE GOURMET:
SELECTION OF EXCLUSIVE
PRODUCTS

CHRISTMAS DESSERT BAR AT THE RITZ PARIS
Just across from Le Ritz Paris on Place Vendôme, the Petit Comptoir
de Noël adds some Ritz magic to the city streets. A take-away
dessert bar, it serves Christmas gingerbread slices, Florentine shortbread and Swiss brioche with chocolate chips and other gourmet
creations by the world’s best restaurant pastry chef, François Perret.
The hotel’s winter mascot – a two-metre-high teddy bear covered
in lights – is guaranteed to make your kids crack a smile.
Place Vendôme (1st) | https://fr.ritzparis.com

Whether you’re looking for sophisticated savoury bites from Maison
Vérot and Maison Dubernet or yule
logs by Yann Couvreur and Pierre
Hermé, Lafayette Gourmet offers
a wide selection of artisan-made
fine foods. Visit Lafayette
Gourmet’s social media accounts
to try your luck at winning one
of six festive meals.
5 bd Haussmann (9th)
http://haussmann.galeries
lafayette.com

VIRTUAL CHRISTMAS MARKET
Want to support local businesses over the festive season? Paris je t’aime has
created a virtual Christmas market to celebrate people who play an essential part
in Parisian life by putting the spotlight on cultural events, typical Parisian experiences, shopping, guided tours, and good food. From the cultural pass issued by
the Centre des monuments nationaux to food hampers from the Tour d’Argent
and gift vouchers for indoor free-fall adventures, visitors from near and far can
enjoy everything the city has to offer in complete peace of mind. Planning ahead
for your next stay? Make sure your gift vouchers are valid for several months.
https://en.parisinfo.com/discovering-paris/major-events/christmas-in-paris
© OTCP
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Yule logs
GROUPE EVOK:
FIVE YULE LOGS BY YANN BRYS

© Guillaume Czerw

This collection is inspired by the traditional Christmas tree. The Sinner, made
from crunchy dark chocolate shortbread, chocolate madeleine biscuit with
olive oil, lemon fondant ganache with
black olive slivers, and Peruvian dark
chocolate mousse, and the Nolinski,
a delicious combination of fondant
praline, soft almond biscuit, mango
compote and roasted mango cubes,
a lemongrass and basil crémeux, and
a light lemon cream, are just two
of the delicious yules logs available.
https://evokhotels.com

“Desserts to reflect the personality of each hotel”
Interview with Yann

Brys, pastry chef and Meilleur Ouvrier de France

Could you tell us more about the yule
logs you created this year?
The collection is based around a theme we typically associate with the festive season – the
Christmas tree. I wanted to use this symbol to
create a collection that celebrates the fantastical quality of this tree by producing a series of
quite different sculpted shapes. These creations
also needed to express the unique signature of
each hotel in the Evok Hôtels Collection group. I
make all the moulds myself, so each creation is
unique. Every log has a different flavour, so there’s
something for everyone.

© Frédéric Baron

»
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»

Why did you decide to create five different logs?
Just like in the fashion industry, the idea behind creating a collection is to express
yourself through a recurring theme and the yule log is a theme that really stands
out at Christmas. It’s a very intensive process because you have to create the dessert that best captures the image and identity of each hotel. When you manage to
reflect the identity and values of the Evok Hôtels Collection group, whose hotels all
have a unique quality of life, through these desserts, it is really rewarding.

What is your favourite Christmas food memory?

© Guillaume Czerw

When we think of food, we often think of our childhood. My most delicious memory is
making chocolate truffles with my mother for all the guests who used to come and
see us at Christmas. She used to prepare the ganache, and my sister and I would roll
the balls in cocoa powder. But the best part was when we’d finished making them
and we licked our fingers and scraped the ganache from around the bowl with a slice
of freshly baked bread.
www.yannbrys.fr

ANGELINA PARIS

© Hôtel Lutetia

This world-renowned Paris tearoom has created
three pastries for December 2020 and transformed its celebrated Mont-Blanc into a pistachio-flavoured yule log. Among the other delights
to savour this year is the Trocadéro log – an early
Christmas present for chocolate lovers!
226 rue de Rivoli (1st) | www.angelina-paris.fr

HOTEL LUTETIA

Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau – Press service
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Chef Nicolas Guercio has excelled himself this year
with a Christmas-wreath-shaped log, a surprising
blend of lemon mousse, smooth caramel with
Christmas spices, and Madagascar vanilla paired
with a soft caramel biscuit, a lemon-cinnamon
crisp, spicy praline ganache, and shavings of dark
chocolate.
45 boulevard Raspail (6th)
www.hotellutetia.com
| 8
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Culture in Paris
Event of the month: Photo Days
This diverse event celebrates the art of photography in venues across central Paris, including galleries and museums, with special events to enjoy until 6 February 2021. Here are three shows to
put you in the picture.

GREGORY CREWDSON: “AN ECLIPSE OF MOTHS”
Born in 1962 in Brooklyn, Gregory Crewdson lives and works
in New York. A major figure on the American photography
scene, he stages his photographs like films with actors, sets,
props, storyboards and make-up artists. This allows the artist
to play out his own psychological dramas and explore the dark
side of the American dream.
Galerie Templon. 28 rue du Grenier Saint-Lazare (3rd)

“FREE LUNCH”, GALERIE JEAN-KENTA GAUTHIER

https://photodays.paris

Jean-Kenta Gauthier and seven participating artists – Daniel
Blaufuks, Coco Capitán, Raphaël Dallaporta, Mishka Henner,
David Horvitz, Alfredo Jaar and Julien Nédélec – invite you
to “Free Lunch”, an exhibition of works to enjoy for free.
The works question the way images are circulated in the
modern world and the apparent gratuitousness inherent
in their consumption.
5 rue de l’Ancienne-Comédie (6th)

ROTONDE BALZAC / GALERIE SUZANNE TARASIÈVE ALKIS BOUTLIS: “THINKING IS SEEING!“
he opening show at the newly restored Rotonde Balzac is a display of works inspired by The Human Comedy.
During Photo Days, visitors will discover a selection of glass photos by Alkis Boutlis inspired by his reading
of the mystical novels of Balzac, Louis Lambert and Séraphîta. Two paintings by Boutlis will also be presented
at La Maison de Balzac.
Rotonde Balzac. Hôtel Salomon de Rothschild. 11 rue Berryer (8th).
Maison de Balzac. 47 rue Raynouard (16th).
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A fresh look at Paris
GREETS
© My Urban Experience

Discover the world of luxury and enjoy memorable
encounters by booking an exclusive experience
with Greets. Glimpse behind the scenes at the world
of custom-made bicycles with Maison Tamboite Paris,
learn about tea and whisky tasting techniques,
or discover the secrets of the “black diamond”
with truffle experts Maison Balme.
www.greetsparis.com

MY URBAN EXPERIENCE

© Greets

A fun and original way to explore the hidden
city and its surprising stories, My Urban
Experience organises unique visits in the
company local guides. An ‘investigation’ around
the Halles district and street art in the Butte
aux Cailles are just some of the outdoor escape
games on offer.
www.myurbanexperience.com

EXPLORE PARIS
Looking for a quirky urban adventure? Explore Paris has a wide range of visits and experiences to choose from
in Greater Paris. From virtual walks to graffiti workshops and cookery courses, the city is your playground! Benefit
from a 50% discount over the festive season and treat friends or family to a constantly changing selection of
cultural activities.
https://exploreparis.com

THE SOLIDARITY GIFT
If you want to buy a gift that helps others this month, the Kong Factory
photo agency recently released a book of one hundred previously unpublished
photographs of Paris during the lockdown – Paris Lockdown. All profits will
be donated to the Abbé Pierre Foundation. www.kongfactory.art
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© Ville de Paris

The sparkling lights of Paris

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS IN PARIS

Dès le 4 décembre

Des illuminations pour les fêtes
de ﬁn d’année
Programme sur quefaire.paris.fr

This year, the City of Paris is offering people living in Paris, the surrounding region,
and visitors to the city, the chance to enjoy the magic and entertainment
of the festive season in a way that’s adapted to the current situation. The Paris
illuminations are great fun for the whole family, from the legendary lights along
the Champs-Élysées to the sparkling decorations of the Hôtel de Ville, and the
cheerful lights along the banks of the Seine and on place de la Concorde.
From 11 December, the square in front of the Hôtel de Ville will be planted with a
forest of shimmering trees. Attractions include free rides for children, and chalets
selling snacks and drinks along with products bearing the “Made in Paris” label.
Parisians of all ages are invited to make the city sparkle by decorating their
windows and sharing their photos with the hashtag #ParisScintille.
For a list of events and attractions: https://quefaire.paris.fr
For a list of all Christmas illuminations and shop windows in Paris:
www.parisinfo.com, “Christmas
in Paris 2020”

© Ville de Paris

From 26 December 2020 to 20
January 2021, the capital’s residents,
visitors, and businesses will be able
to recycle their Christmas trees
at one of several collection points
in their local arrondissement.
For more information: www.paris.fr.
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Unique Paris
Several of the city’s hotels have introduced exclusive offers to enjoy over the festive season.
We take a look at three of them below.

© Grégoire Gardette et © Ooshot x Alice Santini

LE GÉNÉRAL

LA RÉSERVE PARIS – HOTEL AND SPA
Halfway between rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré and avenue Montaigne,
La Réserve has unveiled two exclusive December offers: ‘Paris est
une fête’, a one-night stay in a prestige room, with in-room dinner for
two and breakfast, and “Rêves et Saveurs”, which includes an upgrade
to a superior room, a VIP champagne reception, American breakfasts,
and dinner at La Pagode de Cos Restaurant. For stays of two nights
or more, a driver will meet visitors at the airport or train station
and drive them back on departure.
42 avenue Gabriel (8th) | www.lareserve-paris.com

After a day of shopping, guests
enjoy Kusmi tea and cookies
followed by the chance to relax
in a private sauna. A Memory
game gift on arrival kicks off
a fun stay of board games,
comic books, video games,
and vinyl records to enjoy with
family, friends or as a couple.
Room service is available
for meals. A Rubik’s Cube
Challenge gives seriously
competitive guests the chance
to try their luck at winning
a bottle of champagne or
Champomy. ‘The Office’
coworking area and private
spaces are available for anyone
who needs to work away from
the office.
5-7 rue Rampon (11th)
https://legeneralhotel.com/fr

LE TERRASS’’ HÔTEL

Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau – Press service

© Le Général

This hotel is organising a special New Year cinema evening with
a Cannes-style red carpet welcome, films projected on a giant screen
and buckets of popcorn. A room transformed into a karaoke booth
will play soundtracks from films and cartoons as one of many fun ways
to welcome in 2021. Visitors will also be given ”Harcourt“ tokens to
have their portrait taken like a real movie star. As the hotel has several
connecting rooms, it’s perfect for couples or small groups to spend
quality time together, in line with health rules. Gourmet baskets,
including a vegetarian version, can be ordered from room service.
12-14 rue Joseph de Maistre (18th) | www.terrass-hotel.com
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Paris je t’aime
Paris gift vouchers
PARISINFO.com ‘gift vouchers’ offer residents and visitors many different ways to explore the
city’s cultural and gastronomic heritage over the festive season, such as visits to museums, châteaux discovery tours, gourmet workshops, and exceptional experiences.

© Flyview

WECANDOO

FLYVIEW
Strap on your jetpack and take in the 360° views as you fly over
Paris through the magic of a unique virtual-reality technology.
Visitors arrive in a lobby resembling an airport terminal with
check-in counters and screens announcing upcoming flights.
Opened in 2018, Flyview experiences include a jetpack flight
over Paris, a visit of the city’s hidden places, and a virtual
reality experience inside Notre-Dame Cathedral, before and
after the fire.
30 rue du 4 septembre (2nd) | www.flyview360.com

REWIND: PODCASTS TO GET TO KNOW THE CAPITAL
In the mood for a street-art tour of the 13th arrondissement?
Fancy a walk through Paris to the sound of dozens of city
stories? Rewind has 10 app-based guided tours to do independently. The tours are designed by qualified guides and
voiced by professional actors, with new packs for the festive
season and a special Christmas gift card.
https://rewindstories.fr

Wecandoo was launched three years
ago to support craftsmen and women
by shining a light on their expertise
through craft workshops to enjoy alone
or with family. There are now more
than 1,200 workshops to choose from.
Wecandoo invites you to support
a craftsperson this December.
https://wecandoo.fr

“This year has been really
tough for artisans. How can
we help? By buying local
products, following them
on social media, and telling
people about initiatives
designed to support them.
When you take part in a
workshop, you get to meet
a craftsman or woman who
loves what they do, and you
make something yourself.
Let’s all put crafts under
the tree this year!”
Édouard Eyglunent,
founder of Wecandoo

For a full list of ‘gift voucher’ offers: https://booking.parisinfo.com
Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau – Press service
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This month’s events
Paris je t’aime is celebrating the festive season by giving away countless prizes to the city’s
admirers on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter.

TWITTER : DESTINATION PARIS

© Benoît Aupoix

Try your luck at winning a stay in Paris with your
partner or family throughout December. Follow
“Paris je t’aime” on Twitter to find out more.
https://twitter.com/ParisJetaime

INSTAGRAM: ADVENT CALENDAR

FACEBOOK : OPÉRATION PALACES

Every day from 1 to 24 December 2020, the “Paris
je t’aime” Instagram account reveals a new square
in its Advent calendar created by the illustrator Benoît
Aupoix. Each box gives followers the chance to enter
a competition and win a raft of Parisian prizes,
including dinner for two in a high-end restaurant,
museum passes, shopping vouchers, wine-tasting
sessions or a perfume workshop …
www.instagram.com/parisjetaime/

Want to try your luck at winning a one-night
stay in a luxurious Paris hotel? Romantic,
designer or exotic, each has its own style, but
all have something truly exceptional to offer:
the guarantee of a weekend of extraordinary
luxury. Visit the “Paris je t’aime“ Facebook page.
https://www.facebook.com/p.infos

CARING ATITUDE
The Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau launched the “Caring Attitude” charter – a guarantee services comply
with the latest health guidelines - to highlight and foster the action taken by the city’s tourism professionals
to address the Covid-19 pandemic. More than 500 people have signed the charter, including accommodation
providers, events venue managers, and transport companies, who are working hard to welcome tourists and
business travellers in the best possible conditions.
For more information: www.parisinfo.com
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